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Desert Wonder 
The Mojave Desert is the unlikely home of a freewheeling creative movement. 

I T WAS THE ART THAT SURPRISED 

me the most. As I drove the 60 miles 
from Palm Springs to Wonder Valley, 
I passed a towering bronze brontosau-

rus, a stop sign resloganed IT’S YOUR DECISION, 
and an enormous rusty pinwheel that looked 
like the abandoned toy of a giant. I had 
expected to see spiky yuccas and old-timey 
saloons in the former frontier towns that 
border Joshua Tree National Park. But the 

sculpture, mixed with miles of sunbaked sand 
and hand-lettered WELCOME HOME, TROOPS 
signs—a reminder of my proximity to the 
country’s largest Marine base—created a kind 
of surreal Where the hell am I? moment. 

I was on my way to meet Alison and Jay 
Carroll, two recent desert imports hosting 
a release party for their new lifestyle brand, 
Wonder Valley, and its flagship product: a 
bottle of grassy green olive oil. The dinner is 

to be held in two cabins owned  by artist Jack 
Pierson, known for his no-frills photographic 
portraits and word sculptures made with found 
objects, and it is to be made delicious by Zach 
Jarrett, chef de cuisine at L.A.’s unflaggingly 
popular Sqirl restaurant. 

So, naturally, I have questions. After 
settling in, I pose the most pressing: Why are 
we here, 600 miles south of where their olive 
oil is actually made and two hours and several 

Artist 
Jack Pierson’s 

Wonder 
Valley cabin
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 DO 
There are dozens of 
hiking options within 
Joshua Tree, but a 
ranger favorite is 49 
Palms Oasis, a three-
mile round-trip trek that 
leads to a true oasis of 
fan palms and shallow 
pools. nps.gov/jotr

 STAY 
Designer Blake Simpson 
crafted Mojave Sands 
over nearly a decade, 
and his detail-oriented 
vision is evident every-
where, from the perfo-
rated metal fencing to 
the hand-sculpted black 

 EAT 
There’s a reason you’ll 
fi nd Pappy & Harriet’s in 
almost every guide to the 
desert: This Pioneertown 
roadhouse attracts 
some of the most diverse 
acts that roll through 
SoCal. Eating Santa 
Maria–style barbecue in 
a faux saloon—part of an 
old Hollywood Western 
set—is the second-best 
reason to come. 
pappyandharriets.com

The AFAR Guide to the Desert
We recommend taking the Twentynine 

Palms Highway from Palm Springs, then circling 
down through Joshua Tree National Park. 

Here’s how to stay entertained along the way. 

 DRINK 
To get to Palms 
Restaurant, drive to 
what feels like the end 
of the earth, then keep 
going. There you’ll fi nd 
a sprawling bar and 
concert venue that’s as 
quirky as it is secluded. 
The decor (old-time Learn more about 

Wonder Valley olive oil 
at afar.com/wonder.
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cultural leaps east of L.A.? 
“The California ideal of reinvention and 

experimentation is very much alive in Wonder 
Valley,” Jay tells me as we watch the sunset 
intensify, the sky as vivid as the slice of blood 
orange � oating in my cocktail. “There’s an 
openness in the desert that’s liberating.” 

“There’s just room to create, to think, to 
contribute,” Alison adds. “It really drew us in.” 

That freedom, they say, inspired them to 
build on Alison’s expertise as the former mar-
keting director for the California Olive Oil 
Council to create their own oil, but also to 
dream bigger: They have visions of a desert-
inspired brand that will include housewares, 
provisions, and other sundries. 

They’re not the only ones who feel this way. 
The guests who trickle in as the party kicks 
o� —a parade of photographers, sculptors, and 
writers—are part of a new wave of creatives 
that spend at least half their time working and 
living in the desert. 

“You can buy property for $6,000,” says 
Sue Wu, a writer who lives here part-time with 
her boyfriend, sculptor Alma Allen. “That’s 

walnut bed frames. Ame-
nities are slim, but what 
the motel lacks in room 
service it makes up for 
in sheer style. (Rooms 
include typewriters and 
solid record collections.) 
From $150. mojavesands
atjoshuatree.com

telephone booths, 
saloon-style signs), a 
killer pool table, and 
Sunday brunch attract 
both locals and L.A. 
weekenders. 83131 Amboy 
Rd., Twentynine Palms

“The California ideal of 
reinvention and experimen-
tation is very much alive in 

Wonder Valley.” 
Alison and 
Jay Carroll
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Out here, genius and cornball 
literally sit side by side. There are 

gun ranges and sound baths.

1
SHARI ELF 

At Elf’s hideaway gallery, 
Art Queen, you can explore 
the World Famous Crochet 

Museum, buy a silkscreened 
“What Would Cher Do?” tank 

top, and wander through 
her found-object sculptures, 
such as the military vehicle 

turned concert stage. 
sharielf.com

2
ANDREA ZITTEL

Her High Desert Test Sites 
is a combination studio, home, 

and public workshop that 
hosts artists from all over the 
world. Check the calendar for 
frequent community events 

or sign up for a tour of the 80 
acres, where you’ll explore 

sculptures and installations, 
including a shipping 

container compound. 
zittel.org

3
BRIAN BOSWORTH

A potter and longtime Joshua 
Tree resident, Bosworth sells 

his textured, geometric-
patterned planters, vases, and 

mugs at BKB Ceramics, not far 
from High Desert Test Sites. 

bkbceramics.com

Three Desert 
Artists to Watch

totally appealing as an artist. But you also have 
to figure out ‘how do I get water?’”

The payo�  seems worth the hardscrabble 
environment. As the dinner builds from 
creamy fava bean hummus to grilled quail to 
oil-� lled avocado halves, I talk with several 
photographers, a self-described spiritualist, 

and a handful of other artists, all of whom 
touch on a similar theme. “There’s something 
about looking at this � at, unchanging environ-
ment,” says photographer Brendan Pattengale. 
“There’s nothing to interrupt your thoughts, 
which leaves all this space for creation.” 

It all sounds a little woo-woo, but after a 
few days here, I get it. I feel loosened in a way 

that isn’t just about being unshackled from 
email. There are no billboards, no 
boutiques, no trendy restaurants. Just mind-
clearing vistas, unfettered time, and zero 
expectations. Consider artist Laurel Seidl’s 
Glass Outhouse gallery, one of my stops along 
the way. Beyond a low-slung house, there’s a 

xeriscape of colored bottles, toy skeletons, and 
tin-can robots that would make Tim Burton 
salivate. Inside, I � nd striking black-and-white 
portraits next to plastic flower mosaics so 
kitschy I wonder if they’re a joke. (They’re not.) 
But out here, genius and cornball literally sit 
side by side. There are gun ranges and sound 
baths. There’s room for everyone. 

Chef Zach Jarrett


